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Book Descriptions:

93 cummins manual transmission

Or Sign in with Facebook Sign in with Amazon Manual Transmission Description FAQs The 1st
Generation Cummins with hand shakers sport a five speed Getrag transmission that has proven itself
to be a stout transmission for the original intended purpose of the trucks, but has difficulty in
keeping up with the horsepower potential these trucks can make. If your truck is still at stock power
levels and you dont overweight the truck, we offer great stock replacements from both Valair and
South Bend. If youve drastically increased the power or tow heavy, we also have great upgrades, and
if youre somewhere in between, weve still got you covered. As always, if youre having difficulty in
determining which clutch is right for you, give us a call or shoot an email and we will be happy to
help. Not Available Not Available. The 1st Gen 5.9L Cummins had unique specs never before seen on
a diesel pickup truck, including a Holset fixed geometry turbocharger and direct fuel
injection.Today, we know the first gen Cummins to be capable of producing high horsepower and
torque numbers incredibly easily. High performance numbers can also be achieved cheaply, and the
6BT engine is more than capable of handling extra power without adding too many support
modifications. We’ll go into more detail on increasing performance on our first gen 5.9L
Performance upgrades post. Crew Cabs were not available with the 5.9L Cummins engine. This is a
custom conversion. They also lacked modern emissions devices and complex electronics, both of
which give greater opportunities for failure. Have you ever heard of the acronym, “KISS”. It stands
for “keep it simple stupid”. That’s exactly what Cummins and Ram did. By using an inline6 engine
design, they had less problems because they had less parts. These engines also take up less space
than a traditional V8, making it so easy to fix and work on these trucks. Here are some of the key
features that make these engines so
durable.http://www.calabriainrete.com/public/canon-5d-mk-iii-manual.xml
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It was also the first to offer a turbocharger and an intercooler. Direct fuel injection results in greater
efficiency by injecting fuel directly into the combustion chamber. There isn’t any precombustion
event and it led to noticeable power gains over traditional indirect injection engines. It was
revolutionary for the time, and had a huge impact on drivability and towing capability.
Turbochargers increase the amount of compressed air getting to the engine by using exiting exhaust
gases. More condensed air means more power, fuel economy, and better towing performance,
especially at higher altitudes. Intercoolers cool the compressed air from the turbocharger, creating
denser air that enters the engine. Denser air results in a more efficient combustion process. That
means greater fuel economy, lower EGTs, and more power. This feature makes the 91.593 model
year trucks slightly more desirable than 8991 trucks. The Getrag 5speed manual transmission is the
ideal partner to this Cummins engine. It holds up to extra horsepower the best, and with the addition
of a performance clutch, it can help make some big numbers. The early automatic transmissions
were clunky, and don’t hold up to the extra power as well. They’re also more expensive to fix and
rebuild. The two automatic transmissions available on the 1st Gen Cummins are the A727
Torqueflite 3Speed Automatic and the 4speed A518, or 46RH, automatic transmission with
overdrive. The 46RH is more desirable between the two automatic transmissions as it will allow for
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much better fuel economy. I included a ranking system to show which transmission is most
desirable. The standard transmission on Cummins diesel trucks is 5speed Getrag 360 and it is also
the most desirable. Sales were low, and Dodge needed an answer. The first generation Cummins
engine singlehandedly saved Dodge’s truck lineup, and gave them the ability to compete with Ford
and GM.http://www.akademiedersinne.at/files/canon-5d-mkiii-instruction-manual.xml

The engine was originally used in agriculture solutions which turned out to be a great thing for
owners.Max tow capacity for a First Generation 5.9l Cummins is 11,900 lbs. Take a look at your
owner’s manual for the exact towing and payload limitations of your vehicle. Crew cabs weren’t
available on these models. The two cab configurations were regular cabs and club cabs. The Club
cab truck is the equivalent of today’s extended cab. They had long and short bed configurations
available with both regular cabs and club cabs. Click on the links to go to that page. This helps
support Diesel Resource and allows us to continue to produce helpful diesel insight and content.
Thank you for the support! Signup for our newsletter and stay up to date on the top trending topics!
Has a littleLearn more about him by checking out his truck. All rights reserved. These trucks have
exploded in popularity over the past thirty years here in the States, and have rolled off of assembly
lines in the millions from each of the Big Three. Every day, people are coming over to the diesel side.
Whether for work, play, or both, these prospective converts are slowly beginning to see the light, but
still need an idea of the who, what, where, when, why, and how of particular makes and models.
Without further ado, let’s kick things off by looking at the truck that revolutionized what it meant to
drive a diesel the firstgeneration Dodge Ram Cummins. That mindset, combined with flagging sales,
made things look grim for Mopar truck development; it was rumored that the executives of Chrysler
were looking to abandon truck production completely, and focus exclusively on cars and vans. This
was years after GM had debuted its LF9 in 1978 and Ford had partnered with International
Harvester for the IDI in 1983, both of which were naturally aspirated. The partnership with
Cummins brought about a resurgence in brand recognition and enthusiasm for both companies, not
to mention revenue.

It was a relatively new unit, having been released in late 1984 for purposebuilt vehicles like cranes,
tractors, and more. The inline motor had six cylinders with two valves per cylinder, and Allpar.com
tells us that it had a 4.02inch bore and 4.72inch stroke, 171 compression ratio, and was composed of
an iron block, steel crankshaft, forged connecting rods, and an aluminum intake manifold, in total
weighing 1,100 pounds dry. The big advents to come from this motor were the turbocharger and
direct injection. Photo Allpar.com Consequently, the firstgeneration trucks were produced from that
year up until 1993. Total production was between 100200,000 units during those five years. It was
built off of the existing DSeries that came about in 1981. Later versions included options for club
pictured above or standard cab, both with the long bed. Let’s face it, though, you’re going to buy one
of these pickups because of the freedom and grunt that comes from that mighty motor, and we can’t
fault you for that. Nevertheless, let’s explore some of the highlighted things to look for when
considering a purchase. Special areas of the truck would be the passenger side, above the
windshield, the cab mounts, the frame behind the fuel tank, spring perches, and so on. We think the
first rule can be a little flexible, as we all know someone who knows how to handle a welder; the
second rule, however, is nonnegotiable in our eyes. If you need a reference, the National Auto
Auction Association has rules of thumb that include no hole larger than a dime, and no thickness
with more than 25 percent showing corrosion. You don’t have a choice in it happening, but you can
make sure that it hasn’t eaten up too much of the vehicle before purchasing it. The consensus seems
to be that the automatic is an inferior choice to the manual, since it did not have an overdrive gear.

http://eco-region31.ru/3m-s55i-manual

Your first purchases for an automatic gearbox should be a fluid and filter change, and then a new
torque converter and flexplate to bring new life; for a manual, check for clutch slippage and order an
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aftermarket clutch if you find it lacking. His 1991 Dodge Ram had been through a lot to come out
the other side looking pretty and performing well, so he had gained some valuable experience in
portions of the truck to watch out for, especially where it concerned the transmission. A Torqueflite
A727 truck would have 3.07 gear ratios in the axles, and these are different from other Dana 60s and
70s because they will not accept normal Dana 60 or Dana 70 gearsets. The 3.071 gearsets are
discontinued, so I’ve heard.” This is because the upper bearings suffer starving issues. If you plan on
doing some highway driving for lengthy periods, the A518 automatic is the better versus the 727,
since it has an overdrive gear and will be a little more fuelefficient. Given the relative age of these
trucks, you’re more likely to find a lot of “mechanic specials” i.e. nonworking lying around with
eyecatching prices that wind up not being worth the trouble. For all five years of production, the
Dodge Rams used Bosch VE rotary injection pumps. These pumps have some hidden potential and
can support larger fuel injectors, but they top out at around 500 horsepower. The popular thing to
do is go for a Bosch P7100 fuel pump from the following 199498 generation. Whether dirty or
pristine, make sure to look at lines, cables, and wiring as closely as possible. Intercoolers are
obviously good to have on a forced induction engine, since operating temperatures are higher and
everything needs to be better taken care of. It’s a lot better for towing, too. Popular modifications
include turning the fuel screw up to its limit, which will result in some free horsepower between 50
to 70, a cold air intake kit, bigger fuel injectors, and increasing the exhaust pipe size after the
downpipe.

http://eventoslanoria.com/images/breville-jk121-manual.pdf

Injectors, headers, camshafts, and more are all available. For classic looks, the squarebody style is
unbeatable and can look like a real blast from the past when properly repainted and buffed out.
Supporting the aesthetics is one of the strongest drivetrains ever devised, and it will become a
project unto itself if you let it happen. Just whatever you do, don’t jump headlong into a truck that
seems alright if it meets half of the criteria. Wiring and electrical, poorly kept engines, and other
factors can be a headache if they’re not treated in time. Do your due diligence when looking and
you’ll be set for life. With passions that span clean and fast Corvettes all the way to down and dirty
offroad vehicles just ask him about his dream Jurassic Park Explorer, Davids eclectic tastes lend well
to his multiple automotive writing passions. To use it, simply place your order and you will be able to
choose store credit as the payment method when it comes time to pay for your order.All Rights
Reserved. Custom Automatic CA Conversions has put years of research and development into
providing you with the components needed to put a 5 or 6speed Allison 1000 or 2000 series
transmission behind your Cummins. With their uniquely designed programming, CA Conversions has
optimized the function and performance of the Allison transmission giving you the most efficient use
of your transmission, also maximizing the power and fuel efficiency of your engine. Many Dodge
Cummins owners are on their 2nd and 3rd transmissions. Unlike the factory Dodge transmission, the
reputation of the Allison Transmission has been proven. Featuring a tried and true heavyduty design,
the Allison is arguably the strongest transmission ever manufactured for a pickup truck of any kind.
The Allison 1000 found in a Duramax pickup is the same transmission found in an International,
Freightliner, and many other medium duty trucks.

https://energijaprirode.com/images/breville-juice-fountain-je900-instruction-manual.pdf

To get a conversion kit for your truck, identify the Allison Transmission you plan on using, and select
from the options above to build your CA Conversions Allison Conversion Kit. Flex Plate and
AdapterCA Conversions specially designed adapter and flex plate allows you mate your Cummins
engine to the Allison transmission.Wiring Harness Kit CA Conversions Wiring Harness Kits include
the harness, preprogrammed TCM, and CA Conversions Black or Blue Box depending on the
application. As any enthusiast knows, wiring harnesses and electrical components can be the most
difficult part to figure out when doing any sort of swap or conversion. This is why the CA
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Conversions Harness Kit includes all the electronics you need to get your Allison conversion up and
running. All 6speed wiring harnesses have the tap shift function. Manual to automatic Dodge
conversions will require a transmission cooler.FeaturesAllison Conversion Kit Increased Reliability
and PerformanceWorks With Allison 1000 and 2000 Transmissions Other Items You Will Need Not
Included6.0L Powerstroke Starter CA Conversions recommends XDPs XD255 Wrinkle Black Gear
Reduction Starter. Driveshafts need to be lengthened for 2WD trucks. This way we can ensure that
you are getting the proper components for your Allison Transmission Swap. Custom Automatic CA
Conversions has put years of research and development into providing you with the components
needed to put a 5 or 6speed Allison 1000 or 2000 series transmission behind your Cummins. Flex
Plate and AdapterCA Conversions specially designed adapter and flex plate allows you mate your
Cummins engine to the Allison transmission.Transfer Case AdapterEliminating the need to change
your entire Transfer Case, the CA Conversions Transfer Case adapter features a durable aluminum
construction and fits between the tail housing of the Allison and the Dodge Transfer Case. This
adapter provides you with the proper clearances and speed sensor.

Fits GM Allison 20012010 transmissions only. Wiring Harness Kit CA Conversions Wiring Harness
Kits include the harness, preprogrammed TCM, and CA Conversions Black or Blue Box depending on
the application. Driveshafts need to be shortened and lengthened for 4WD trucks. This way we can
ensure that you are getting the proper components for your Allison Transmission Swap. As an
integral part of the automotive supply chain, at this point all call centers and distribution centers
remain fully operational to ensure we keep vital service components flowing to vehicles used in
transport of goods and emergency response. To ensure the health of our employees, families, and
customers, we have made the following procedural changesAs always, we value your business and
appreciate your patience as we manage this situation together. Many owners report reliability issues
with the transmission, especially when compared with other manual transmissions that have been
used behind the Cummins. A popular replacement for the GETRAG G360 is the NV4500. Some 1st
Gen Cummins owners suggest adding additional oil to the transmission to provide heat dissipation to
the input bearing, which is a common failure point due to a combination of heat, vibration, and load.
The GETRAG 5 speed is often expensive to repair and difficult to find parts for, attributed by the fact
that it was only used for 4 model years behind the Cummins. When this occurs, the effective
lubrication properties of the lube oil degrades and the bearings have a tendency to wear rapidly
until ultimately failing. On the contrary, there are many GETRAG transmissions in service that have
been extremely reliable and rugged; it is therefore unfair to presume that the transmission is
inherently flawed. While Dodge calls for 5W30 engine oil, many owners suggest that switching to a
15W40 engine oil and overfilling the transmission by 1 extra quart alleviates many of the towing
pains the transmission has been known to exhibit.

We cant connect to the server for this app or website at this time. There might be too much traffic or
a configuration error. Try again later, or contact the app or website owner. Call us 7409390073Need
more horsepower. The Denny T AFC delete does both. Designed to rid the injection pump of pesky
AFC leaks it also allows more throttle travel and fuel rate screw depth. Typical horsepower gains are
5065hp over stock. Made from 6061 T6 Aluminum and anodized black for longevity and corrosion
resistance. Click here for the Intercooler Full aluminum construction for durability and reliability.
Tworow. Includes FFS badge,. Powered by Shopify. You will need a minimum of 4 inches of
clearance from the base of the PTO mounting surface. Besides the dealer this was the first site that
acknowledged the fact that there was a retrofit kit from the dealer that changed everything. Took a
chance and was extremely pleased. Wish I had found them sooner. Billings, MT 59106. United States
of America At first glance, the G360 looks like a good, strong gearbox, however, in practice, it
suffered from severe durability problems.The typical Getrag will usually last between 75,000 and
125,000 miles between rebuilds. Certainly, some went far more than that, but for most of these
vintage trucks, you can expect to rebuild or replace the transmission 2 or 3 times over the life of the



engine. Dodge owners manuals recommended 5w30 motor oil. While we have been unable to find a
suitable highpressure lube for this application, experience has shown switching to a synthetic 5w30
has beneficial effects as does adding no more than one quart of additional oil. The G360 would have
been a great transmission behind a V8 gas motor, but from an engineering standpoint, it is marginal
for the torque of the stock Cummins Diesel. Generally, with manual transmissions, the model
number indicates the torque rating of the unit so you can make your own conclusions about the 420
lbft torque of the Cummins.

Heat generated from longdistance, highspeed trailer towing combined with the preload on the
bearings will significantly hasten bearing wear. Lastly, Dodge used a thinwall bronze clutch pilot
bushing in the Cummins flywheel. These bushings have a tendency to wear quickly. A worn pilot
bushing will not keep the transmission input shaft centered with the crankshaft or keep it in
alignment with the transmission mainshaft. Result Increased wear on the transmission bearings and
gears, plus possible erratic clutch performance. We were one of the pioneers with this conversion,
doing our first one in 1996. Rebuilding your G360 will extend the life of your truck without the
expense of doing a conversion. We offer a full line of aftermarket replacement parts to keep your
hardworking Dodge on the job. Need More Info Use the handy.Since that time, Ultra Black RTV has
become the sealant of choice for many automotive manual transmission and.Uses 2 per transmission.
Sold Individually.Need More Info Use the handy Links below to access over 40 years of Dans product
and vehicle specific Tech Notes to.This Female Spline Coupler transmits power from the 29 spline
male transmission.Sold individually, order two pins per transmission.Order 2 Rings per transmission.
Imported. Need. Price and availability may change. Contact us for current price and availability. The
powers that be determined at that timeAs late as 1991, you stillA maindrive gear, for. Getrag trans
was a risky affair. The aftermarketThe New Venture trans had come out. The folks atAbout the only
drawback with the NV4500 was that whenThe aftermarket has come up with many of the parts
needed to rebuild the Getrag, and at reasonable prices. We currently stock all of the available
parts.The 5th gear problem was due in large part to the halfIt is such a versatile 5 speed manual
transmission that it has become a very popular replacement in hot rods, older cars and trucks.

Originally it was designed as an aftermarket replacement transmission.Price and availability may
change. Contact us for current price and availability.The allnew cast iron extension housing for the
NV4500 4x4 transmission. The NV4500 is also a popular replacement for 5 speed transmissions used
in newer trucks. With stronger gears, better case and improved bearings, you can also keep your
stock clutch setup. If you need a replacement clutch see our large clutch line. The lever located in
the top shift cover operates the shift forks and rails directly. The shift forks and rails are located
within the aluminum top cover which is bolted and dowel pinned to the top gear case. Tapered roller
bearings support the input shaft, main shaft, and counter shaft in the gear case. Drive gear thrust
reaction is controlled by a needle type thrust bearing which is located between the input shaft and
main shaft. The main shaft gears are all supported on cagetype roller bearings. Use of ANY other oil
in the NV4500 will lead to failure and voids any chance of a warranty claim.The New Venture trans
had come out in 1992 and Dodge replaced the Getrag The Getrag is a smaller gearbox than the
NV4500 and will always have the 12 synchronizer problems, among others. Although aftermarket
parts are now available for the Getrag, the prices are still relatively high. About the only drawback
with the NV4500 was that when hauling monster loads, the 5th gear had a tendency to press off the
mainshaft. The 5th gear problem was due in large part to the half splines on the mainshaft under 5th
instead of a full splined shaft.We now have new, lower pricing for our kits because of our volume
buying power. When you figure this in as well as the mainshaft upgrade, you have a deal that cant be
beat on the planet. Well also be glad to give you any support needed to install our conversion kits.

Theres no driveline work involved Youll have to whittle a bit out of the crossmember with a torch,
and the driveline has to be shortened some, but thats about the only difference compared to the 4x4.



The price reflects the cost of the added slip yoke for the 2wd set. Your Transmission, Transfer Case
and Differential Drivetrain Experts Toll Free 18888242012 Also available are bearing retainer, shift
components, cases and small parts. If you need more information or cannot find the parts you need
give us a call 8888242012, if you would like to save money, ask about our good take out parts GTO,
they are inspected and guaranteed. Our factory rebuilt remanufactured transmissions are dyno
tested before leaving the factory, ensuring the highest quality, We offer a no hassle 12 month
warranty, performance guaranteed. A Midwest transmission has been in the automotive
remanufacturing and rebuilding business for 19 years,and shipping completed units world wide. To
improve quality Midwest was one of the first companies that included dyno testing of manual
transmission prior to shipping as a final step in the quality control process. We specialize in manual
transmissions, automatic transmission and transfer cases. We can help with improving performance
and conversions. Our 22 employees shipped over 7500 units last year. Guaranteed quality and
correct parts supplied. You can see the complete line of products that we offer at
www.midwesttrans.com The G360 is a German engineering design, this transmission is a top loaded
cast iron case with removable bell housing and an aluminum top cover. The main bearings and the
pilot bearing inside the input shaft are all tapered. You can find the Getrag identification cast into
the side of the transmission case. Select this link to see what models that used this 5 Speed
transmission. Select the parts you require from the following list and give us a call.

One of the most upgrades for the G360 in the Dodge Diesel application is to replace the late 1980’s
transmission with a later model NV4500, see the conversion kit that we offer. This is a direct drop in
replacement and can be completed in about eight hours. When you do the conversion it would be a
good time to replace the clutch in your truck. This unit has a 12 month warranty, outbound freight
willbe added. New 4500 Transmission You can also use other WordPress widgets such as recent
posts, recent comments, a tag cloud or more. Designed and Managed by Webbing Soul. Equipped
with power windows, power locks, air condition, tilt, cruise, alarm, trailer brake, tow pkg and many
more options to list. This Dodge is a RARE FIND with only 59k miles.Find the best insurance rate by
comparing many national insurance companies! Specs may differ for applications beyond this scope.
Its relatively rugged, smooth shifting, and with a clutch upgrade has proved reliable in moderately
high performance engines. The gearboxs Achilles heel is the loss of 5th gear, which is caused by the
5th gear retaining locknut backing off the threads and rendering it impossible for the operator to
select overdrive. Over the years, the cause of this problem has been linked to the act of continuously
lugging the transmission in 5th gear as opposed to selecting a lower gear. There are numerous
repairs and aftermarket solutions available that prevent the recurrence of this problem, but it can
generally be prevented by avoiding low speed, high load operation in 5th gear. This is especially
important while towing rather than allow the engine to lug in overdrive, consider downshifting to
4th gear. While the Cummins performs exceptionally well at low engine speeds, youll put less stress
on your transmission by trading higher engine speeds for less load through the drivetrain. We
understand.

Even if you’re a Bow Tie or Blue Oval loyalist, the fact that Ram trucks house the legendary
Cummins inlinesix engine under the hood makes giving them a look virtually inescapable. That’s why
whether you’re searching for your first vehicle, first diesel, a certain sought after model, or you’re
on the hunt for a slightly used workhorse with a friendly price tag, we’ve put together an allinclusive
Cumminspowered Ram guide for you. Look for the good, the bad, and the ugly in our Pros and Cons
list, as well as what we consider to be the pinnacle years to own each generation of
Cumminspowered Dodge trucks. These trucks are the least refined, barebones models offered and
were based off of the ’72’93 body style that nearly went extinct. But, they’re extremely simple,
reliable, and can knock down some killer fuel economy. The allnew Ram body style did most of it, but
the 5.9L Cummins was there to make sure it delivered. As far as performance potential goes, it
doesn’t get any better than the mechanical P7100 equipped versions of the 12valve 5.9L Cummins.



They’re simple, rocksolid reliable, and can easily tick off a half a million miles if properly maintained.
With this body style and particularly this engine being so highly sought after, you can expect to pay
a pretty penny for these 20yearold Rams. However, the electronically controlled Bosch VP44
injection pump would prove, over time, to be a major weak link. Oftentimes, the factory lift pump
fails, starving the VP44 of fuel, which ends up taking it out as well. On the cataclysmic front, ’99’02
models equipped with 53 blocks “53” cast into the driver side of the block are known to crack over
time. Overall, while this generation Ram has a few shortcomings, they are workhorses, can pull
anything, and get great mileage. The trucks themselves are roomier, with true Crew Cab
configurations finally becoming available, not to mention the spacious Mega Cab models that
debuted in 2006.

They also feature vastly updated interiors, a more comfortable ride, and possess improved towing
manners over ’94’02 Rams. Their two primary drawbacks are injection system and transmission
related. The commonrail system’s components are expensive to replace and usually don’t make it
much past the 200,000mile mark, so if you plan to buy a highmile ’03’07 truck, expect to replace the
injectors and CP3 pump. On the transmission side, while plugandplay style programmers can add
impressive power, automatic versions are once again not up to the task of handling it. As for
powertrain, a larger, 6.7L Cummins sits under the hood and churns out more horsepower and torque
in stock form than the 5.9L. Use of a variable geometry turbocharger gives these trucks great
responsiveness and drivability, and an integrated exhaust brake makes them the ultimate pickup for
towing in our opinion. This generation of Ram trucks debuted the 68RFE 6speed automatic
transmission, ushering them into the modern age. The ’07.5 model also brought with it several
emissionscontrol devices exhaust gas recirculation, diesel oxidation catalyst, and diesel particulate
filter, which can become problematic at higher miles. Click here for the buyers guide. Click here to
get the complete rundown. Recognizing that every individuals motoring journey is unique, we seek
to give form to both untold as well as celebrated facets of the automotive world. We invite you to get
behind the wheel with us, its certain to be an interesting drive. This was a Chrysler adaptation of the
ZF 5HP30 assembly, which was first labelled as the NAG1. After 2010, Chrysler had complete
license and manufacturing rights, as other variations were no longer used by other OEMs.
Commonly found in the 300, Magnum, Charger, Challenger, Wrangler, and some Dodge Ram
pickups, the A580 was last used in the 2019 Dodge Charger Pursuit models.
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